Request for Proposal # 2018-13 for Television Programming Services

Addendum 1 dated 11/17/17 to answer questions submitted

1. Unit Count – Can the University please provide a front door count for all on campus dorm units?
   ANSWER: 1081 doors

2. Contract Language exception & additional agreement required – If there is a problem with the contract
   language presented and additional agreements would be required to activate programming with the content
   provider, can we suggest these changes/additions within the RFP response?
   ANSWER: Yes, that information would be good to for CCSU know. Please keep in mind that CCSU is a
   State Agency, and much of the language in the contract draft is required by the State Attorney General’s
   office.

3. Our IPTV solution offers both DVR functionality and an interactive channel guide. Is this sufficient to
   supply a channel guide or would the university still prefer to utilize the other 2 sources mentioned in the
   RFP as well?
   ANSWER: No it is not sufficient. The IPTV provision is optional and therefore may not be utilized.

4. Will the University consider IPTV only (no coax delivery)?
   ANSWER: No

5. Can we submit more than one response? (If you’re willing to consider IPTV only, then we would also
   submit IPTV + RF delivery)
   ANSWER: Yes companies may offer more than one option to deliver the requested services. Responses
   must be clearly marked (i.e. “Option 1”, “Option 2”)

   All other terms, conditions and specifications in the RFP remain the same.

   END OF ADDENDUM 1